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i^NOTHER OPEN DAY AT MELBOURNE TRADES HALL

Comer of Lygon Street and Victoria Street, Carlton

12 noon to 5.00 p.m.

SATURDAY 26 APRIL

Many members will remember the first open week-end at Trades Hall as a wonderfully

successful occasion. Leigh Hubbard and his colleagues were so encouraged by its

success that they're doing it again. This time, however, it is only for a half day. Too

much fun can be a little wearing!

Trades Hall was built in stages, beginning in 1859 and with a permanent building

being opened in 1875. From the beginning it was a symbol of workers' determination

to manage their own affairs as a preliminary to taking greater control over how their

worldng lives were organised and rewarded. It was always an expression of self-help.

Today it needs that same spirit to restore it to its former glory as the 'Workers'

Parliament'. As we all know, the one in Spring Street is certainly not working for us!

Come along to Join the guided tours, see the historic displays of banners and other

artefacts, i/isit the International Bookshop and hear Professor Alistair Davidson talk

about his new book From Subject to Citizen at 2.00 p.m. But above all else, call at the

ASSLH stall. Yes, we'll be there again.

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE AT SPOTSWOOD GLASSWORKS

MELBOURNE

JUNE TO OCTOBER 1996

Summary of talk given at February meeting of Melbourne ASSLH by

PETER GIBBONS

Having acknowledged the assistance of an AMWU State Organiser in handling the

dispute, Mr Gibbons began with some historical background to the glassworks and

the dispute.

The Glassworks began operating in Port Melbourne in the 1880s and moved to

Spotswood in the 1890s. During the First World War consultants from the USA

installed new technology which deskilled work and introduced machine production.

This caused a six-month dispute in 1916.



After the Second World War the glassworks became part of BTR Nylex, an Australian-

based company which had 119 plants In Australia making a variety of products. In

1995 the British BTR purchased the Australian company for $4,800,000 and began

restructuring it.

On 14 May 1996 the company agreed to negotiate with the four unions at the plant a

replacement of the existing enterprise agreement which was to expire on 30 June.

However, it turned out that the company had secretly negotiated a national agreement

with the Glass Division of the Australian Workers' Union which covered production

workers. This new agreement was presented to the three maintenance unions, the

AMWU, the CEPU and the CFMEU, without consultation, as a 'new start'.

Among the adverse changes from the existing enterprise agreement were 59

redundancies from the 136 maintenance workers, and nineteen pages which detailed

what part of their work would be done by production workers. Then the company,

again without consultation, announced that the 59 redundancies would take effect on

7 June.. After negotiation, the company sent letters by courier advising that the

redundancies would be effective on 1 July. On 13 June the dispute went before the

Industrial Relations Commission where the company agreed to withdraw the letters

notifying redundancy and to negotiate with the three unions on 18 July.

At this stage the unions realised that the dispute was going to be a long one so they

called for support from the workers in the other BTR plants in Victoria and Informed

interstate and national officers of the unions of the dispute.

The company then sent letters to the 59 maintenance workers that they would be

stood down, on pay, from 1 July and be retrenched on 30 September. Further

discussions in the Industrial Relations Commission broke down on 3 July.

On 5 July 25 of the 59 barricaded themselves in the boilermaker's shop to pre-empt

the stand-down which the company had notified would start on 8 July.

On 8 July the 59 established picket lines at each of the entrance gates to prevent

traffic entering the plant. Both mounted police and a baton charge failed to break the

picket on 16 August.

Moves were made to obtain support for the Spotswood workers. The Victorian Trades

Hall Council called a mass meeting of shop stewards and members of the unions. The

meeting called for overtime bans and other action in all Australian BTR plants.



On 11 Juty the company stood down the other 77 malntengmce workers claiming that

they had refused to do the work of the 59 who had already been stood down. The

company took other action such as full-page advertisements in the main daily

newspapers giving its version of the dispute, legal action against individuals for

participating in the dispute, and against the unions for damages suffered by the

company during the dispute. The company also applied to the Industrial Relations

Commission for the existing enterprise agreement to be varied to enable it to retrench

workers and make changes in the terms of employment. It failed in that effort and so

had to negotiate a settlement with the unions.

The terms of settlement gave a number of gains, including no forced redundancies

and improved provisions for dealing with redundancies. The agreement was endorsed

by a mass meeting at the Spotswood plant on 11 October, with a return to work on 14

October 1996. Another gain was that the agreement flowed to other BTR glass plants.

Some of the maintenance workers at the Spotswood plant accepted voluntary

redundancy because they had accumulated substantial superannuation benefits

during many years working at the plant.

The main reason for the Spotswood workers' victory was their own solidarity and that

of workers outside the plant. There was strike action and bans at other BTR plants,

sutetantial donations from outside and workers from elsewhere who joined the picket

line. The Spotswood workers' resolute stand attracted local, national and international

coverage, including the internet. The victory was helped by some good tactics by the

unions. They made better use of the media than the company and radio station SCR

in Melbourne gave daily reports on the dispute. The unions also ensured that workers

employed in other industries using glass containers were not adversely affected by

allowing a leakage of some glass supplies from the Spotswood storage yards.

An unexpected, but very welcome, development was a project in which students from

the Victoria University of Technology's Melton campus interviewed the workers'

families to explore the effects of the dispute on them.

- Summary by Jack Hutson.



WORKERS* CONTROL

Over 1969 and 1970 there was considerable debate in the labour movement about

workers' control, worker participation and self-management. A seminar on workers'

control was held at the University of Melbourne on 4-5 August 1973. However, the

debate about workers' control faded away into discussion about industrial democracy.

That prompted the Dunstan Government in South Australia to establish a Unit for

Industrial Democracy in 1977 and organise an international coriference on it the

following year. Because of its historical interest, the first paper presented to the

Melbourne seminar by John Loh is reproduced below.

SELF-MANAGEMENT GROUP

'Socialism is not concerned with increased consumption and leisure outside of an

industrial prison, it is concerned with the transformation of work itself.' Real workers'

control can be nothing less than the total domination of the producers over

production. It is more than control in the sense of control being the checking,

ratification and implementation of the initiatives of others, the experts, be they

economic, political or technical experts. What is needed is a tern that goes beyond

control in its description of power relations in a socialist society. This term is manage.

It implies the power to initiate decisions.

This is not a linguistic quibble for the differences implied in the two terms have been

the basis for many great conflicts in history. The conflict between those who argue for

the complete dominance of the collective producers in production and those intent on

something less was crystallised in the conflict between the workers' councils and the

Bolsheviks in Russia 1917-21.

Self-management is the abolition of separate power in social and economic

organisation. When you have a separation between the control of the means of

production and the collective producers then you have essentially bourgeois relations

within pnxiuction and irregardless of what happens outside of production you do not

have socialism.

This is not to say that self-management is only relevant to the immediate power

relations within a particular institution, quite the opposite, for true self-management

must t)e generalised to cover every aspect of society. If this is not the CEise then you

wiU have some form of separate power which wlU reflect Itself within production. Self-



management means that the collective will of the producers is manifested through

institutions of their own creation which they dominate completely.

HistoricEilly the form of organisation created by the working class to do just this is the

workers' councils. Therefore self-management means the power of the workers'

councils. It does not mean the power of a bureaucracy, the state or the 'vanguard'

power of tlie working class.

What will be the content of workers' management?

Firstly, within a particular institution. The primary point is this, that all decisions

\ndiose effect is confined to that institution (factory, uni., etc.) shall be taken by the

workers of that institution. The actual forms by which these decisions are taken is

discussed later. Included in the actual decision-making would be the actual

producers, technicians and what office staff there is. (Most office work now performed

is socially useless, a socialist rationalisation of this field will release a vast amount of

now wasted productive energy.) The role of technicians in industry will also alter with

the transformation of technology to the service of man and not, as now, to dominate

him in the interests of capital. Technicians will act as advisers and innovators in line

with the collective will of those engaged in the industry. It is not difficult to Imagine a

cross flow of ideas and information between workers and technicians in a freely

organised plant. (Those who doubt the role that technicians can play should

remember the co-operation given by some engineers in the Sydney Opera House work-

in.

Some specific acts which would be taken by a factory council include the abolition of

coercive, external authority and work norms.

Continuity and co-ordination with other institutions could be maintained as a

function of a factory council consisting of delegates elected from every part of the

plant. These delegates would remain at work and would be subject to immediate

revocability at any time. (Michael Matteson makes a good point at Newcastle - 'If It

makes a difference who your delegate is then you've got separate power.') The basic

unit of dec:lsion making would at all times be the mass meeting.

Tbe economy as a whole

Workers' management of the economy as a whole means that the management is not

vested in the hands of a specific memagerial stratum but that it belongs to organised



collectives of producers. In general the economy should be managed by the federated

workers' councils. (That the councils will federate has been shown several times in

history.) The scope of self-memagement of the economy is vast and cannot be covered

fully here, (for examples see Workers' Ckiunclls - Economics of a Self-Managed Society.)

Information today is swamped in massive amounts of trivia and nonsense, the

techniques of mass media would nevertheless be utilised in a socialist society to

disseminate essential data and information to facilitate mass, democratic and

conscious decision meiking. A general economic plan for a certain period could,

perhaps, be arrived at in this fashion. A 'plan factory' would be charged with

producing a full set of alternative economic plans based on all relevant data settling

out the implications of the alternatives for the individual, (e.g. Whether an increase in

productivity should be reflected in shorter working hours, more consumer goods or in

the development of the meams of production, or various combinations thereof.) Those

would then be the subject of discussion in every council which would then direct the

attitude of their delegates to a central assembly of delegates. This would be a

continuous process involving everybody both as a producer and as a consumer in 'full

knowledge of the relevant facts'. The basis must be to involve everybody in the creative

development of society. (Capitalism given 100 people tries to create 5 bosses and 95

automatons - a 95% loss of human potential. The fact that it f£dls in this intent is a

dally manifestation of the class struggle.)

The decision, once taken, goes back to the factory council for implementation is given

a certain eimount of resources (determined by the work of others) and required to

produce a certain amount of goods as determined by the needs expressed by the

'plan', the organisation and method of doing it is left to the factory council. This can

only describe a fragment of the potential of a self-meinaged economy it cannot cover

its every aspect.

The workers* councils

A brief look at several working class revolutions will show that the aspirations of a

revolutionary working class is not towards a state-capitalist bureaucracy, 'one man

management' or the dictatorship of the central committee.

In 1917 the Soviets were the creation of the working class. They expropriated the

factories, managed them and began to federate well ahead of emy leadership. The

Bolsheviks merely followed behind the actions of the workers. From 1917 to 1921, the

Bolsheviks acted against the soviets and the factory councils to emasculate them and



bring them within the control of the new ruling group. This conflict came to a head

with the Kronstadt rising whose central demamd was yet again 'All power to the

Soviets".

In Clermany 1919 and Italy 1920, the workers' councils were again the expression of

the autonomous revolutloneiry action of the workers. Barcelona 1936, and again the

workers assumed fx)wer through the workers' councils, they organised society on this

basis for several months before their betrayal by the popular fronts and defeat by the

fascists. The most illuminating expression of the councils came In Hungary in 1956.

Rising against the 'socialism of a massive dictatorial bureaucracy, the people formed

workers' councils in every Industrial area and even In some rural areas. By the end of

the first week, they had created a federation of councils which managed to fight the

invading Russians and feed and organise themselves. They were the specific political

expression of a working class fighting for self-msmaged socialism.

In all these cases and others not mentioned two things are obvious:

(I) The revolutionary working class organised these councils at their own

initiative. They were the concrete expression of the political aspirations of the

workers.

(II) The Immediate emd natured tendency of the councils was to federate.

These exjamples show that the power of the workers' councils Is not a Utopian

demand.

Functions of a workers' control movement

With the previously stated aims in mind, I wish to briefly outline my view of the role

that a workers' control movement must play. In general it should encourage the

autonomous actions of workers who raise the question of power. It should at all times

encourage the formation of rank and file groups and shop committee type job

organisation. These are the sorts of organisation that develop the confidence and

ability of workers to manage their own affairs in the workplace and society. We should

always seek to generalise the experience of workers In struggle to the largest number

of workers.

The experience of myself and many others involved in rank and file groups Is that

unions in general will oppose the autonomous workers' organisations as a threat to

their power and position. As Matteson pointed out, to argue that attacking union

bureaucracies strengthens their resistance to workers' control. Is to say that various

people who don't really support what you are doing might support you less If you



make it more clear what you're doing. What we should be doing is fighting for rank

and file autonomy and initiative emd union leaderships just Eiren't going to support

that. Perhaps it's about time revolutionaries looked upon the Trade Unions as part of

the capitalist superstructure, many workers do.

The most important function we can play is to act as a link between rank and file

groups in separate areas, shop committees and other groups of workers. As a longer

perspective, 1 feel we can look upon the genuinely self-organised job committees as

the embryo workers' councils of a self-managed socialist society.

MELBOURNE BRANCH CONTACTS

If you want to contact the Melbourne Branch of the ASSLH about membership, the

Recorder, branch activities or simply for historical information please speak or write

to:

President Secretary Treasurer

Peter Love Jack Hutson David Coupe

51 Blanche St 3/76A Campbell Rd PO Box 168

StKilda 3182 Hawthorn East 3213 Moonee Ponds 3039

Ph 03 9534 2445 Ph 03 9882 4918 Ph 03 9370 9590



Where do we meet now ??

PLEASE NOTE

NEW

LOCATION

FOR OUR MEETINGS

Plumbers Union Office

54 Victoria St Carlton

(Alongside the Trades Hall)

Enter from Victoria St.
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office;

54 VICTORIA ST.

Our new meeting place is comfortable and easily reached by public
transport.. and car parking is not too difficult on Sundays.
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